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ACCOUNTING / FINANCE
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS
COMMS
FINANCE
REAL ESTATE
Company overview:
Tax, labor and accounting consultancy firm. This is also
part of a law office specialized in Business Law. At the
office we have a different working approach; instead of
limiting ourselves to accounting and pay slips, we prefer
to work closely with our clients, getting to know their
business needs. By doing this our team provides optimal
service while saving vast resources and a maintaing
proven record of solving problems efficiently.
The intern will collaborate with the financial department’s
daily tasks, manage some customers’ project operations
and report on economical markets. In general, the intern
will collaborate with and assist in all the different tasks with
all team-members, depending on the company’s current
needs, projects and client requests. Additional tasks may
arise during the development of the internship and also
depending on the interests
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Company example:
Spanish leading company with over 100 years of experience
in the textile industry in Europe. Our international and vast
marketing network allows us to export fabrics to clients
to over 30 countries. We are a renowned and valued
brand in the industry for the innovation and reliability of
our products, as well as our social and environmental
commitment.
Thanks to constant research and further development,
we offer a unique final product. Our factory is equipped
with state-of- the-art technology, we offer a wide variety
of fabrics in both denim and casual, with high quality
finishes.
Interns will support the Design & Product department,
provide cover across a variety of departments (Textiles,
Design, Collections, Lab, Laundry), analyse processes
and provide feedback.
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COMMUNICATIONS

Company example:
We have a highly qualified team specialized in different
areas. The company works in many different sectors,
which include: civil engineering, industrial engineering,
food, plastic, steel, auto, furniture, textile, railway, PV and
termal solar energy, wind power, biomass, electronics,
consultancy and turnkey projects.
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Interns will work on various projects related to the student’s
area of study. He or she will meet with the project manager
and the customers to review potential opportunities. The
student will maintain communication with the internship
contact person to discuss the projects progression.

Company example:
Founded in 2010 by investors and entrepreneurs, this
succesful Spanish accelerator drives new ideas that base
their business model on Internet and mobile applications.
It currently has two venture capital firms, through which
they invests in a variety of startups at different stages:
Their LAB is located in Valencia’s heart, the leading city
in startups and accelerators in Spain, and has one of the
most extensive entrepreneur’s ecosystems in the country.
Interns will create a campaign to promote brands in
multiple global markets, they will be in charge of developing
new projects and create content for multiplatforms, social
networks, advertising agencies, mass media, niche
comms, etc.
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Company example:
Studio with over 10 years experience working with
different professional profiles such as: Architecture /
Urbanism / Landscaping / Building Management / Project
Management / Industrial Design / Computer Graphics /
Fine Arts / Media / Communication Marketing and Finance.
Intern Tasks: Housing Project Development: taking part in
every stage of the project, from beginning to end. Modular
House Catalouge: assisting in the graphic design to
create a catalogue of modular houses. - Collaborating
and assisting in the other studio projects. Possibly visiting
some construction sites.
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ENGINEERING

reports on income and revenue, reservations based on
reviews and the software used by the Company.

ENERGY
ENGINEERING
R&D
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TECH

HEALTH

Company example:
We have a highly qualified team specialized in different
areas. The company works in many different sectors,
which include: civil engineering, industrial engineering,
food, plastic, steel, auto, furniture, textile, railway, PV and
termal solar energy, wind power, biomass, electronics,
consultancy and turnkey projects.
Interns will work on various projects related to the
student’s area of study. He or she will meet with the
project manager and the customers to review potential
opportunities. The student will maintain communication
with the internship contact person to discuss the projects
progression.

HOSPITALITY
BUSINESS
FASHION
LOGISTICS
STARTUPS
TOURISM

Company example:
Group of private and public hospitals. Interns will assist
in patient care, work with the diagnostic and treatment of
pathologies, and follow the guidelines of the tutor of the
internship at the hospital. In all aspects, the goal is always
to improve the health of the patient, adhering to quality
standards and optimizing resources.
The tasks and responsibilities of the intern are collaborating
in: daily patient attendance at the hospital or health centre,
test evaluation and examinations. Establish treatments and
follow up. The intern will also help the tutor in designing
and improving the assistance process, as well as teaching
and researching activities.

HUMAN RESOURCES

Company example:
Located on one of the most important avenues of
Valencia, very close to the Marina, the Royal Navy
and the impressive City of Arts and Sciences, this
completely renovated building offers its customers a true
Mediterranean experience.
Interns will do promotional work through marketing, social
media and offline communications, analyse statistical
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Company example:
Training & Development Consultancy, leader in cognitive
transformation, works with international and multinational
clients in cutting edge and innovative development
programs. We seek trust relationships in a collaborative,
transparent and multicultural work environment.
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Interns will analyze markets/services/products and publish
content-related, support strategy plans, support and
participate in the activities carried out by the Company
and coordinate with the communications department.

LAB
ENGINEERING
HEALTH
R&D
Company example:
Lab that works for the development of projects related
to digital manufacturing and its applications. It’s also
a center for training and research in the same field. It is
equipped with software and manufacturing machines that
allow professionals and staff to transform all the ideas and
concepts into reality and to accelerate the development of
digital manufacturing.
The intern will work and collaborate with the current projects
of the Company and assist developing new projects. He/
She will help elaborating plans, impressions of pieces in 3D,
assembly of different components, managing and solving
issues, keeping tidy and clean the lab.
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Company example:
A marketing and ads agency specialized in social media
and SEO/SEM. They develop and design apps, catalogues,
video marketing, web design and digital communications.
The intern will take part and work in different projects of
the company. The projects will all be related to external
communications. The intern will gain experience with
digital platforms, e-marketing, multimedia videos, and
graphic design.

PROGRAMMING
ARQUITECTURE
BUSINESS
ENERGY
ENGINEERING
FINANCE
HEALTH
IT
R&D
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TECH
TELECOMM
Company example:
With a team of over 2,000 professionals, the company
guarantees the protection of technological investments in
infrastructure and systems, as their team of experts is certified
by major manufacturers, offering a personalized service with
flexibility and responsability to fit business requirements.
Available Services include: - SAP Services - Adobe, IBM and
Microsoft Services - Strategic Consulting in Technology and
Business - Technical Training - Processes Reengineering Design and IT Infrastructure - Sustainable Migration to the
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Cloud - Integration of Systems and Technology - Digital
Strategy Development and Social Media Marketing.
The intern will be in charge of the maintenance or
applications developed in JAVA or FLEX, depending on the
requirements of the customer, analysis and prioritization
of project requirements, codification of the project
requirements, testing project development, contributing
to get the expected results.

RESEARCH
BUSINESS
ENGINEERING
FINANCE
HEALTH
IT
LAB R&D
LEGAL
REAL ESTATE
TECH

Company example:
Top 5 team football/soccer club in LaLiga. Its succes
on the pitch is a reflect of its succesful organization that
seeks and works for the excellence of sports and its youth
development.

Company example:
Company specialized in the development of new
applications with drones, especially for the rescue and
emergency services. Our rescue drons will be installed on
the beaches of Valencia and Sagunto during the summer
period. On the other hand, we provide geomatics services
with drones and training classes for advanced RPAS pilots.
Interns will support the technical team, report on flight
efficiency and effectiveness, design and manufacture
support, research on equipment improvements and
provide data analysis.

SALES
ADVERTISING
ART
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The interns will manage the club’s digital accounts, be in
charge of identifying key media partners, adapt content to
international markets, identify new business products and
opportunities and support the international deparment
in new business features. Interns will be able to watch
live training sessions, official games, meet professional
athletes and visit the insides of the stadium.

SOCIAL MEDIA / PR
ADVERTISING
ART
BUSINESS
COMMS
FASHION
FINANCE
HHRR
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NGOs
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English classroom teachers. The intern will assist with oneon-one reading, oral presentations, individual group work,
and teaching assistance with the subjects of cooking, art
and sports. The intern will also support low ability students
and supervise specific students. Additionally, the intern
will help with classroom administration assigned by the
classroom teacher, such as photocopying and classroom
decoration.

Company example:
Company with 40 years of experience in the entertainment
industry. Our main activities are artist management,
production and development of enternainment events.
We are specialized in live music and organizing concerts
with national and international artists throughout Spain,
especially in Valencia and the surrounding areas. We
represent a wide variety of artists, orchestras and bands
that hold over 1,200 performances annually. We also
organize and participate in the management of several
large music festivals in the country.
The tasks and responsibilities of the intern include:
creating content for digital platforms, collaborating with
the communications deparment, participating in the
planning and organization of digital campaigns for music
events, working with social media and web sites

TEACHING

TRADE
BUSINESS
FASHION
FINANCE
LOGISTICS
STARTUPS
TECH
Company example:
Fashion company specialized in high-quality jewellery.
Our high-quality costume jewellery brand designs current,
modern and trendy pieces, in which we allow ourselves to
take risks with their shapes, sizes and colour combinations.
Designs characterized by making a difference, following
trends in textile fashions.
Being part of a fast pace sector, the student will learn
multiple tasks involved in the process of purchasing raw
materials that will end up in a design that will then be sold
at the stores.

EDUCATION
HEALTH
HHRR
LEGAL
NGOs
SPORTS
TRANSLATIONS

The student would be part of the import department
(materials, textiles, ...) being in contact with suppliers in Asia,
performing order management tasks (quantity management,
simple delivery management, production time management,
logistics and invoice accounting for Asia)

Company example:
Private school that offers bilingual Spanish and English
education at the pre-school and primary levels. The intern
will be assisting both Spanish classroom teachers and
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